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[1] Lineaments in the gravity field and associated chains of volcanic ridges are

widespread on the Pacific plate but are not yet explained by plate tectonics. Recent studies
have proposed that they are warps and cracks in the plate caused by uneven thermal
contraction of the cooling lithosphere. We show that the large thermoelastic stress
produced by top-down cooling is optimally released by lithospheric flexure between
regularly spaced parallel cracks. Both the crack spacing and approximate gravity
amplitude are predicted by elastic plate theory and variational principle. Cracks along the
troughs of the gravity lineaments provide conduits for the generation of volcanic ridges in
agreement with new observations from satellite-derived gravity. Our model suggests that
gravity lineaments are a natural consequence of lithospheric cooling so that convective
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1. Introduction
[2] Plate tectonics explains most of the topography of
the deep ocean basins, but there is still debate regarding the
origin of off-ridge features that are younger than the
ambient lithosphere, and especially those that are not
aligned with the autochthonic seafloor spreading fabric.
The Pacific basin contains three main types of the young
off-ridge lineaments (Figure 1). (1) Chains of shield volcanoes such as the Hawaiian-Emperor seamounts are well
explained by the mantle plume model [Morgan, 1971;
Sleep, 1992]. (2) Gravity lineaments are prominent at
140 –200 km wavelength and are aligned in the direction
of absolute plate motion [Haxby and Weissel, 1986]
(Figure 1b). (3) En echelon volcanic ridges appear to be
related to the gravity lineaments (Figure 2) and have
morphology consistent with the ridge-parallel extensional
stress [Lynch, 1999; Sandwell et al., 1995; Winterer and
Sandwell, 1987] (Figure 3). The origin of both the gravity
lineaments and the linear volcanic ridges has been the
subject of many studies and field experiments [Dunbar
and Sandwell, 1988; Fleitout et al., 1989; Forsyth et al.,
2002; Gans et al., 2003; Haxby and Weissel, 1986].
[3] Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain
the gravity lineaments (Figure 4), including small-scale
convective rolls [Haxby and Weissel, 1986]; mini hot spots
[Fleitout et al., 1989]; extension of the lithosphere or
boudinage [Dunbar and Sandwell, 1988]; and thermal
Copyright 2004 by the American Geophysical Union.
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bending stress caused by top-down cooling of the lithosphere [Gans et al., 2003]. Radiometric ages of the Pukapuka ridges in the central Pacific are inconsistent with the
mini hot spot model [Sandwell et al., 1995]. The morphology of these volcanic ridges indicates that magma is
extruded along cracks that are parallel to the absolute plate
motion direction. Also, the chemistry of the dredged basalts
is inconsistent with deep melting of plume material [Janney
et al., 2000]. The small-scale convection model predicts
extension and volcanism on the crests of the gravity lineaments but qualitative observations show that the volcanic
ridges preferentially occur in the troughs [Forsyth et al.,
2002; Sandwell et al., 1995; Searle et al., 1995; Winterer
and Sandwell, 1987]. The boudinage model correctly predicts the characteristic wavelength of the gravity lineaments
and the location of the volcanic ridges but at least 10%
extension is needed to explain their observed amplitude
[Dunbar and Sandwell, 1988]. Plate tectonic measurements
of fracture zone spacing show that this amount of relative
extension did not occur [Goodwillie and Parsons, 1992]
and a recent study limits the extension to less than 2%
[Gans et al., 2003]. Thus the alternative explanations are
certainly warranted. Here we provide new observational
evidence and theoretical arguments indicating that both the
gravity lineaments and volcanic ridges result from cooling
and thermal contraction of the oceanic lithosphere, and are a
natural consequence of plate tectonics.
[4] Cooling and shrinkage of the oceanic lithosphere is a
well-understood phenomenon that is responsible for the
increase in seafloor depth with age [Parsons and Sclater,
1977]. Nonuniform shrinkage of the plate, mostly driven by
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Figure 2. (a) Band-pass filtered gravity anomaly (80 < l < 600 km) sampled at all locations and median
filtered over a diameter of 450 km (red > 6 mGal; blue < 3 mGal). Because the band-pass filtered data
are evenly sampled they have nearly zero mean and median everywhere. (b) Band-pass filtered gravity
anomaly (80 < l < 600 km) sampled at locations of volcanic ridges and seamounts and median filtered
over a diameter of 450 km (red > 6 mGal; blue < 3 mGal). Airy and flexural compensation models
predict the band-pass filtered gravity should be >1.5 mGal at volcanic loads. Areas of pronounced gravity
lineaments have negative band-pass filtered gravity at volcanic ridges.

Figure 1. (a) Gravity anomaly derived from retracked ERS-1 radar altimeter data, Geosat altimeter data, and Topex
altimeter data provides improved accuracy and resolution to reveal the close association between the gravity lineaments and
the volcanic ridges. Red lines are track lines of R/V Conrad where bathymetry and gravity profiles were collected (see
Figures 5 and 6). Red box outlines a part of the Pukapuka ridges that was surveyed by R/V Melville (see Figure 3)
[Sandwell et al., 1995]. Prominent volcanic ridges in the area include cross-grain ridges [Winterer and Sandwell, 1987] CG;
Pukapuka ridges [Sandwell et al., 1995] PP; the ridges of Searle et al. [1995] SE; and most recently the Sojourn Ridges
[Forsyth et al., 2002] SO. (b) Band-pass filtered gravity anomaly (80 < l < 600 km) derived from retracked satellite
altimeter data. Color scale saturates at ±15 mGal. Gravity lineaments with 140-km wavelength develop between the ridge
axis and 6 Ma (Profile C) and are oriented in the direction of absolute plate motion (large arrow). Lineaments on older
seafloor have somewhat longer wavelength (180 km) and cross the grain of the seafloor spreading fabric. Gravity
lineaments also occur on the Nazca plate to the east of the East Pacific Rise. Seamounts and volcanic ridges are marked as
black areas. Many of these volcanic chains are geometrically associated with the gravity lineaments. The morphology of
three sets of these ridges indicates that they formed by N-S tension of the Pacific plate [Lynch, 1999]. The longest of these
ridge groups, the Pukapuka ridges, extends for over 2600 km from 5 Ma old seafloor near the East Pacific Rise to 45 Ma
old seafloor near the Tuamotu Archipelago.
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Figure 3. Detailed bathymetry (200-m contour interval) of a pair of volcanic ridges along the Pukapuka
chain [Sandwell et al., 1995]. The ridges are about 2 km tall, 10 km wide and 75/150 km long. These
ridges formed 9 Ma ago and are on seafloor that is 19 Ma. Notice that the ridges are not perpendicular to
the abyssal hill fabric.

the temperature gradients in the top part of the lithosphere,
results in the development of thermoelastic stresses that are
large enough to fracture the plate [Bratt et al., 1985;
Parmentier and Haxby, 1986; Sandwell, 1986; Turcotte,
1974; Wessel, 1992]. Because the thickness of the lithosphere is small compared to its horizontal dimensions, and
the seafloor is a stress-free boundary, the vertical component of the deviatoric stress is small and can be neglected.
Under the thin plate approximation, the horizontal components of thermoelastic stress can be decomposed into a
thermal end load and a thermal bending moment [Boley and
Weiner, 1960]. The thermal end loads can be partially
relieved by plate-wide shrinkage, especially near the ridge
axis, which is unable to support large deviatoric stresses
[Fialko, 2001; Parsons and Thompson, 1991]. However,
even a plate with free ends may experience large thermoelastic stress, with compressional stress near the surface and
tensional stress at depth [Parmentier and Haxby, 1986;
Wessel, 1992]. The same physics describes tempering of
glass sheets, whereby the residual compression at the
surface inhibits the development of tensile fractures [Woo,
1968]. The predicted pattern of thermoelastic deformation is
consistent with the focal mechanisms of intraplate earthquakes [Bergman and Solomon, 1984; Shen et al., 1997;
Wiens and Stein, 1984]. Recently, Gans et al. [2003]
proposed that the gravity lineaments are caused by convex
upward flexure of the plate between regularly spaced
lithospheric cracks where the flexure is driven by thermoelastic bending moments. While their model shows fair
agreement with the observations, it does not explain why
cracks develop with a particular spacing; Gans et al. [2003]
assume a 150-km spacing to match the observed spacing.
[5] Here we test and refine the thermal contraction model
to explain the origin of both the volcanic ridges and the
gravity lineaments through a quantitative analysis of gravity
data, as well as by developing a numerical model of
thermoelastic flexure. We address the following questions.
(1) How do the gravity lineaments develop in amplitude and
wavelength as a function of seafloor age? (2) Does the
intraplate volcanism indeed preferentially occur in the
troughs of the gravity lineaments? These first two questions

are addressed using the gravity anomalies derived from
reprocessing of the raw radar waveforms of ERS-1 satellite
altimeter data. (3) Is there sufficient thermal bending
moment to explain the amplitudes of both the gravity

Figure 4. Models for the formation of the gravity
lineaments and en echelon volcanic ridges. (a) Small-scale
convection cells develop beneath cooled lithosphere and
align in the direction of absolute plate motion by shear in
the asthenosphere [Buck and Parmentier, 1986; Richter and
Parsons, 1975]. Volcanoes develop above the hot upwelling
axis of the cell. (b) Slow and diffuse extension creates
lithospheric boudinage structures [Ricard and Froidevaux,
1986]. Volcanoes develop in the troughs (maximum strain)
if partially melted mantle is available beneath the plate
[Sandwell et al., 1995]. (c) Thermoelastic flexure will
develop if the lithosphere is cracked at a regular intervals
[Gans et al., 2003]. Volcanoes will develop above the
cracks if partially melted mantle is available beneath the
plate.
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Figure 5. Comparison between shipboard (black) and satellite-derived (gray) gravity anomalies along
profiles D and E (Figure 1) [Abers et al., 1988] has 3.2 mGal RMS deviation. The improved resolution
and accuracy of the retracked ERS-1 altimeter data is used to better delineate the volcanic ridges.
lineaments and the associated topography? (4) Finally, what
mechanism controls the regular spacing of cracks of the
order of the flexural wavelength? One of the most important
aspects of the thermoelastic model is that both the amplitude
and spacing of the gravity lineaments are predicted from
quantifying a process that is fundamental to plate tectonics,
namely, the thermal contraction of the oceanic lithosphere.

2. Gravity Lineaments and Volcanic Ridges From
Satellite Altimetry
[6] The central Pacific gravity lineaments were first
discovered from the analysis of Seasat altimeter data [Haxby
and Weissel, 1986]. While the track spacing and resolution
of the Seasat data was sufficient to reveal the 140– 200 km
gravity lineaments, the discovery of volcanic ridges
required better coverage and higher precision. The ERS-1
satellite altimeter increased the coverage during its geodetic
phase (1994 –95) and the higher quality Geosat altimeter
data were declassified in 1995 [Sandwell and Smith, 1997].
Since the volcanic ridges are typically only 20 km wide and
usually less than 1000 m tall, most were not visible above
the 5– 7 mGal noise level in the altimeter-derived gravity
anomaly maps. Guided by these noisy gravity maps, several
sets of ridges were surveyed by multibeam sonar (Figure 1a,
shaded areas): cross-grain ridges [Winterer and Sandwell,
1987]; Pukapuka ridges [Sandwell et al., 1995]; the ridges
of Searle et al. [1995]; and most recently the Sojourn
Ridges [Forsyth et al., 2002]. These sets of ridges appear
to be preferentially located in the troughs of the gravity
lineaments although there has been no quantitative confirmation of this observation.
[7] To confirm the spatial correlation between the ridges
and the gravity lineaments, we improve the resolution of the
ERS-1 altimeter data by retracking the raw altimeter waveforms [Maus et al., 1998] (Figure 1a). The retracking
increases the short-wavelength precision by nearly a factor
of 2, so the quality of the ERS-1 data is now superior to the
Geosat data (not retracked yet). A new gravity model was
constructed using all available altimeter profiles (see version 11 at http://topex.ucsd.edu). The RMS deviation between two shipboard profiles and the new gravity model is
3.2 mGal in this area (Figure 5).

[8] The gravity field of the small-scale ridges was separated from the larger scale gravity lineaments using isotropic the filters in Generic Mapping Tools [Wessel and Smith,
1991] (Figure 1b). A two-step, low-pass filter was used to
remove features with wavelength shorter than about 80 km.
First a median filter was applied to remove the sharp gravity
highs associated with seamounts and ridges. This filter
replaced each gravity value with the median of all of the
values in a 65-km diameter circle. The second filter (applied
in the wave number domain) passed wavelengths greater
than 108 km and cut wavelengths less than 54 km using a
cosine taper to attain a 0.5 gain at 80 km. The high-pass
filtered gravity (total minus low-pass gravity) was clipped
at 10 mGal to identify volcanic features (black areas in
Figures 1b and 2). The clipping amplitude was selected to
best match the outline of the volcanic edifices that have
been mapped during multibeam bathymetry surveys
[Forsyth et al., 2002; Lynch, 1999] without introducing
spurious features. To further isolate the gravity lineaments,
the low-pass filtered part of the gravity field was high-pass
filtered for wavelengths greater than 600 km (cosine taper
1200– 600 km). Note that the passband of the filter (108–
600 km) was selected to be outside the wavelength band
of the gravity lineaments 120 – 300 km. Also note that
while isotropic filters were used, the residual fields are
highly anisotropic; both the gravity lineaments and ridges
are oriented in approximately the direction of the absolute
motion of the Pacific plate over the Hawaiian hot spot
(Figure 1b).
[9] Profiles of band-pass filtered gravity reveal the development of the gravity lineaments on young seafloor
(Figure 6). The profile closest to the East Pacific Rise
(EPR) has very low amplitude and little, if any, periodic
variations in the gravity field. The next profile to the west
(3.2 Ma) reveals partially developed gravity lineaments
(5 mGal peak-to-trough amplitude and 120 km wavelength).
The amplitude and wavelength of the gravity lineaments
increases with increasing seafloor age; by 8.2 Ma they are
fully developed (10 mGal amplitude and 160-km wavelength). There is an indication that the wavelength increases
to about 200 km on older seafloor. The gravity lineaments
cut across the grain of the older seafloor (>20 Ma) indicating
they are younger than the ambient lithosphere.
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Figure 6. Satellite-derived gravity profiles parallel to the East Pacific Rise crest reveal the
development of the gravity lineaments. Two-dimensional filtering of the satellite-derived gravity
reveals the development of the seafloor undulations. Undulations are not apparent at the ridge axis
(profile A) but develop rapidly on 3.2 Ma seafloor (Profile B) and are fully developed on 7– 12 Ma
seafloor. Model predictions (gray lines) match the wavelength of the observed seafloor undulations
between 0 and 12 Ma. A good amplitude match is obtained by reducing the model amplitude by a
factor of 0.75. On older seafloor (>14 Ma), the model overpredicts both the amplitude and
wavelength of gravity lineaments.

[10] A visual examination of the area of most intense
gravity lineaments suggests that the volcanic ridges are
preferentially located in the troughs (Figure 1b, test area).
Here we provide a quantitative confirmation of this observation. However, before investigating this relationship between volcanic ridges and gravity lineaments, it is
instructive to consider the expected gravity field of a ridge
in the absence of gravity lineaments. All models for the
gravity field above seafloor topography (e.g., Airy, Pratt,
flexural, and thermal isostasy models) have a positive
gravity-to-topography ratio at all wavelengths. Therefore
no matter how the data are band-pass filtered, the gravity
anomaly should always be positive above the crest of a
volcanic ridge. To further confirm and quantify this statement, we performed a simulation of flexural loading of a
5-km thick elastic plate [Goodwillie and Watts, 1993] using
our identified distribution of volcanic ridges in the test area.
The height of each volcano was derived from the predicted
bathymetry map [Smith and Sandwell, 1997]. In the absence
of gravity lineaments, the model predicts a 1.57 mGal shift
in the ridge-sampled, band-pass filtered gravity.
[11] We use two approaches to show that the volcanic
ridges in the area of most intense gravity lineaments (test
area in Figure 1) are not randomly dispersed with respect to
the gravity lineaments. First we sample the band-pass
filtered gravity at every location and median-filter the data
over a 450-km diameter area. As expected the mean and
median of the band-pass filtered gravity is close to zero
everywhere (Figure 2a). However, if we sample only at the
locations of the volcanic features, distinct patterns emerge
(Figure 2b). Areas of large volcanoes and islands, west of
135 longitude, are preferentially associated with positive,

band-pass filtered gravity anomalies as expected. Smaller
volcanoes (1000 m tall), east of 135 longitude, are
preferentially associated with moderately positive, bandpass filtered gravity except in the areas of intense gravity
lineaments where they preferentially associated with valleys
of the gravity lineaments (blue are in Figure 2b).
[12] To further quantify this analysis, we examine the
statistics of these samples by selecting three areas (Figure 7).
The test area was selected to contain the most prominent
gravity lineaments. The control area was selected to be on
similar age seafloor as the test area and have numerous
small volcanic features. We also provide statistics for the
entire area. First we make histograms of the area covered by
volcanic ridges as a function of the band-pass filtered
gravity and compute the mean and standard deviation of
the histograms (Figure 7). For the entire area, the mean is
6.85 mGal and the standard deviation is 16.18 mGal. The
positive mean confirms the discussion above that band-pass
filtered gravity is expected to be positive above volcanic
ridges. The large standard deviation is also expected because of the wide range of volcano sizes that populate the
entire area. Volcanic ridges in the control area have a
positive mean value of 1.39 mGal in agreement with the
flexure model simulation above and a standard deviation of
4.10 mGal reflecting a smaller range of volcano sizes.
Volcanic ridges in the test area have mean of 0.98 mGal
and a standard deviation of 3.88 mGal. The negative mean
value is unexpected and in discordance with the compensation models discussed above. Could the difference in
mean value, between the test area and the control area
(2.37 mGal), be a statistical fluke? To calculate the
probability of this occurring by chance, one needs to
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troughs of most gravity lineaments do not contain volcanic
ridges. Second, as shown by Goodwillie and Watts
[1993], the flexural response from even the largest
volcanic loads are insufficient to create the gravity
signatures of the gravity lineaments. We are left with
the hypothesis that gravity lineaments reflect the primary
physical process and the volcanic ridges are a possible
consequence of this process. Moreover, this process
preferentially produces volcanic ridges in the troughs of
the gravity lineaments. We believe these observations
rule out a small-scale convective origin for the gravity
lineaments and ridges.

3. Thermoelastic Cracking of the Lithosphere

Figure 7. Histograms of the area of volcanic ridge
seafloor versus band-pass filtered gravity. (top) The
histogram of the part of the total area that is covered by
volcanoes has a mean of 6.85 and a standard deviation of
16.18. (middle) The histogram of the test area covered by
prominent volcanoes (see Figure 1) has a mean of 0.98
and a standard deviation of 3.88. (bottom) The histogram of
the portion of the control area covered by prominent
volcanoes has a mean of 1.39 and a standard deviation of
4.10. This difference in mean gravity between the test area
and the control area (2.38 mGal) is consistent with the
hypothesis that volcanic ridges in the test area preferentially
occur in the troughs of the gravity anomalies.
calculate the uncertainty in the mean of the test area, which
is equal to the standard deviation divided by the square root
of the number of independent samples (volcanoes). We
count 224 independent volcanoes (30-km diameter circle)
in the test area so uncertainty in the mean is 0.26 mGal.
Therefore the difference of the means of the two populations is 9 times the uncertainty in the mean clearly ruling
out a random coincidence. Even if we overestimated
the volcano count by a factor of 10 (so there are only
22 independent volcanoes) then the mean difference is
still 2.9 times the uncertainty in the mean resulting in a
probability of 1 in 535 of this occurring by chance. This
demonstrates that the volcanic ridges are indeed preferentially
located in the troughs of the gravity lineaments.
[13] On the basis of this analysis, one could propose
that volcanic ridges occur in the troughs because they
preferentially create or intensify the gravity lineaments.
There are two arguments against this proposition. First the

[14 ] Turcotte [1974] proposed that thermal stresses
caused by cooling of the lithosphere may be responsible
for transform faults which act to relieve the stress. He
provided an analytic solution for the plate flexure that will
develop when the plate is subjected to bending moments at
its edges. More recent studies [Parmentier and Haxby,
1986; Wessel, 1992] have noted that if the plate is free to
contract while it is cooling, a downward bending moment
will increase almost linearly with the age of the plate. The
upper third of the plate will be in compression while the
lower two thirds will be in tension. These calculations
consider the finite yield strength of the lithosphere which
becomes especially important in limiting the near surface
stress. Gans et al. [2003] use these estimates of increasing
thermal bending moment and Turcotte’s analytic flexure
solution to explain the amplitude of the gravity lineaments
in the Pacific plate. For a crack spacing of 150 km their
calculations shows the development of 100 m of peak-totrough plate flexure at an age of 3 Ma. However, their
model does not explain the observed crack spacing and it
also underestimates the amplitudes of the gravity lineaments. Here we present a theoretical model of yielding of
the thermoelastically deformed lithosphere that is based on
the variational principle. In particular, we postulate that the
lithosphere will deform in a way that will minimize the
overall mechanical energy stored in a plate. We search for
the crack spacing that liberates the maximum mechanical
energy, and show that the optimal crack spacing is of the
order of the flexural wavelength.
[15] Consider a plate of length L with ends subjected to a
bending moment MT due to accumulation of thermoelastic
stress. Turcotte [1974] provides an analytic solution for the
deflection of a thin elastic plate floating on a fluid half space
of density r (3300 kg m3). The plate deflection w, and
curvature w00, are
wð xÞ ¼ A cos

x
x
x
x
cosh þ B sin sinh
a
a
a
a

2A
x
x 2B
x
x
w ð xÞ ¼ 2 sin sinh þ 2 cos cosh
a
a
a a
a
a

ð1Þ

00

 1=4
3
4D
where a = Drg
is the flexural parameter, D = 12ðEH
1v2 Þ is
the flexural rigidity, E is the Young’s modulus (65 GPa), H
is the plate thickness, v is the Poisson’s ratio (0.25), Dr is
the density difference between mantle and seawater, and g is
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The plate has length S and width W and contains N
longitudinal cracks with spacing L. The total elastic energy
released, normalized by the area of the plate, is the energy
density Q and it is given by
Q¼

F
1
¼
SW SW

ZZZ
sðxÞeðxÞdzdxdy

ð5Þ

V

Noting that the problem is plane strain (there is no
deformation along the y axis), and L = W/N, one can
rewrite the energy density as
Figure 8. Thin elastic plate of thickness H, length S, and
width W, contains N cracks with spacing of L.
the acceleration of gravity (9.8 m s2). The coefficients A
and B are given by
A¼

cos q sinh q  sin q cosh q MT a2
sin q cos q þ sinh q cosh q 2D

cos q sinh q þ sin q cosh q MT a2
B¼
sin q cos q þ sinh q cosh q 2D

where q =

ð2Þ

( ZL=2

00

½w ð x Þ
L=2

V

the strain perturbation about some reference (e.g., lithostatic) state of deformation, and the integration is performed
over the entire plate volume V [Boley and Weiner, 1960,
p. 262]. Prior to the onset of flexure, the stress s equals
the thermoelastic stress sT(z) induced by the plate cooling,
and the strain e is zero. After cracking, individual
segments of the plate will experience elastic flexure such
that the change in stress and strain components may be
written as

sð zÞ ¼ sT ð zÞ

E
sð zÞ ¼ sT ð zÞ þ
eð zÞ
ð1  v2 Þ

ð3Þ

For a quasistatic deformation, the change in energy Df from
the initial state to the final state is independent of path and
equals
Df ¼

E ðDeÞ2
þ sT De
ð1  v2 Þ

H=2

sð x; zÞeð x; zÞdzdx

ð6Þ

ZH=2

2

ZL=2

E
z2 dzdx 
ð1  v2 Þ

H=2

w00 ð xÞ

L=2

)
sT ð zÞzdzdx

[16] To predict the optimal crack spacing we calculate the
energy released by the flexure. The change in the potential
energy
of elastic deformation stored in a plate is F =
R
s(x)e(x)dV, where s is the stress perturbation, and e is

final
eð zÞ

L=2

ZH=2

4. Energy Released by Flexure

initial
eð zÞ ¼ 0

ZH=2

We expand the integrand in equation (6) using the
expressions for energy change (4). For a thin plate flexure,
e(z) = zw00, where z is the distance from the center of the
plate and w00 is the plate curvature given in equation (1). The
integral (6) becomes
1
Q¼
L

L
2a.

ZL=2

1
Q¼
L

ð4Þ

The first term in equation (4) is the energy needed
(consumed) to flex the plate while the second term is the
thermoelastic energy released. Now consider the net energy
released when equally spaced cracks are introduced in a
cooled plate subject to thermoelastic prestress sT (Figure 8).

ð7Þ

H=2

The first term on the right-hand side of equation (7) is the
energy consumed by flexure of the plate. The second term is
the thermoelastic energy released during the flexure. Note
that the integral over z in the first term is the flexural rigidity
D while the integral over z in the second term is the thermal
bending moment MT. Thus expression (7) can be written as

Q¼

D
L

ZL=2
L=2

2

½w00 ð xÞ dx 

MT
L

ZL=2

w00 ð xÞdx

ð8Þ

L=2

For both terms, the energy depends on the curvature of
the plate, but note that the energy consumed by plate
flexure is always positive since it depends on the
curvature squared while the thermoelastic energy released
by flexure depends on the sign of the curvature. Concave
downward flexure releases thermoelastic energy. By
differentiating the expression (7) with respect to the crack
spacing L, we find that Q has a global minimum at Lc
3.389a (Figure 9), corresponding to the maximum energy
release.
[17] It is reasonable to assume that in the presence of
random variations in the lithospheric strength and initial
yielding induced by thermoelastic stresses, the subsequent
deformation will be eventually localized on the optimally
spaced macroscopic fracture zones. The occurrence of
volcanic ridges along the presumed translithospheric cracks
suggests that the crack formation is caused (or assisted by)
the magma fracture, whereby the ascending dikes relieve the
deviatoric stress in the lithosphere. This mechanism implies
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Figure 9. Model prediction for the thermoelastic energy
release as a function nondimensional crack spacing L/a.
Minimum in the potential energy of elastic deformation of
the plate occurs when L 3.389 a.

that the crack zone is ‘‘weak’’ only during the dike
emplacement; after the stress is reset and the magmatic
activity ceases, the mechanical properties of a ‘‘cracked’’
plate do not differ substantially from those of an ‘‘intact’’
plate. Alternatively, the thermoelastic stresses might be
relieved primarily by thrust and normal faulting in the
shallow and deep sections of the plate, respectively. Even
in this case the subsequent magma intrusions are likely to
substantially reduce the deviatoric stresses in the lithosphere
along the crack zones, as dikes won’t be able to deliver
magma to the surface due to the negative dike buoyancy
under the normal faulting conditions, and the unfavorable
magma fracture orientation under the thrust faulting conditions. The dike intrusions will first relax the extensional
stresses at the bottom of the plate, transferring the extension
to shallower levels, and allowing the subvertical magma
transport in the upper section of the plate. Regardless of
whether the lithospheric crack zones are ‘‘hot’’ (magma
induced) or ‘‘cool’’ (amagmatic), the crack spacing predicted by our model is controlled only by the flexural
wavelength of the lithosphere, and is in excellent agreement
with observations (Figure 6). Note that the volcanic activity
associated with the inferred crack zones implies the presence of partial melt in the sublithospheric mantle. This melt
may represent remnant magma not extracted from the
mantle at the ridge axis, or reheating of the asthenosphere
by plumes of the Superswell area [Janney et al., 2000]. The
orientation of cracks induced by the thermoelastic deformation is controlled by intraplate stresses. In particular, the
cracks are predicted to align perpendicular to the least
compressive stress.

5. Amplitude and Wavelength of Gravity
Lineaments
[18] We use the method of Wessel [1992] to incrementally
compute the evolution of thermoelastic stress as a function
of depth. At each time step we allow the end load to relax to
zero and then check that the stress does not exceed the yield
strength envelope for dry olivine and pore water content of
0.5 [Goetze and Evans, 1979]. Our estimates of thermo-
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elastic bending moment are 1.6 times greater than the
estimates given by Gans et al. [2003] but are in agreement
with Wessel’s calculations. The difference in the amplitudes
is related to the assumption about the strength of the lower
part of the thickening lithosphere. Gans et al. [2003]
assume a sharp cutoff in strength at a temperature of
600C, while Wessel [1992] used the full ductile flow law
to define the strength. This difference results in small
variations in strength at the base of the thickening plate
which are amplified by the long moment arm to produce a
1.6 increase in thermoelastic moment.
[19] The results of our calculations are shown in Figure 10
where we allow thermoelastic bending moment MT to
develop for some period of time before the cracks with
spacing L are introduced (the onset time). The flexural
rigidity D at the onset time is computed using the portion
of the plate where the yield strength exceeds 20 MPa which
roughly corresponds to the depth to the 600C isotherm.
The corresponding values of D and MT are then used in
equation (1) to calculate the flexural topography. For this
case of 130-km crack spacing, and 6 Ma onset time the
peak-to-trough flexural amplitude is about 200 m and the
filtered gravity amplitude is 5 mGal (Figure 10a). We also
calculate the flexural energy consumed and the thermoelastic energy released as a function of distance perpendicular to the cracks for an onset time of 6 Ma (Figure 10b).
The net energy released is zero near the ends of the flexure.
This illustrates why the model discourages the small crack
spacing as being unable to efficiently relieve the thermoelastic stress (although the thin plate approximation obviously becomes inapplicable when the crack spacing L is not
large compared to the plate thickness H). Toward the center
of the flexure the thermoelastic energy released is greater
than the flexural energy consumed because the thermal
prestress exceeds the flexural stress. Note that if the
curvature of the plate becomes concave upward, the stress
must increase in magnitude resulting in energy consumption. Therefore there is also an energy penalty when the
crack spacing exceeds the critical wavelength Lc.
[20] Because the flexural parameter scales with the plate
thickness, a / H3/4, the optimal crack spacing increases
with the increasing age of the lithosphere (Figure 10c). So
far we have assumed that the fracture energy required for
the crack formation is negligible compared to the energy
balance (8). Our dimensional estimates of the thermoelastic
energy release seem to justify this assumption (Figure 10c).
Although the in situ fracture energy EF is not well known,
and may be scale-dependent, we use values derived from
the laboratory measurements (102 – 103 Jm2 for the tensile
fracture energy [Atkinson, 1987; Fialko and Rubin, 1997])
and earthquake data (104 – 107 Jm2 for the shear fracture
energy [Husseini, 1977; Scholz, 2002]) to place an upper
bound on work spent on inelastic deformation. For the
model shown in Figure 4c, the work spent on creating
the cracks per unit area of the seafloor is EFH/L. Thus the
fracture energy enhances a penalty for the small crack
spacing. Assuming EF = 107 Jm2, H = 15 km, and L =
150 km, we obtain EFH/L  O(106) Jm2, i.e., small
compared to the thermoelastic energy density Q for the
lithosphere older than 1 –2 Ma (107 – 108 Jm2, Figure 10c).
However, the fracture energy might not be negligible in the
lithosphere younger than 1 Ma. If the apparent absence of
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Figure 10. (a) Model of thermoelastic flexure where 130-km spaced cracks are introduced at 6 Ma
(solid curve 230 m amplitude topography, dashed curve 5 mGal amplitude gravity anomaly).
(b) Thermoelastic energy released by concave down bending exceeds energy consumed by flexing the
plate. (c) Net energy versus crack spacing and crack onset age shows a minimum at 3.39 times the
flexural parameter a.

the gravity lineaments near the ridge axis (Figure 1b) is
interpreted as indicating a fracture resistance of the lithosphere to developing thermoelastic stress, our modeling
results may be used to put an upper bound on the effective
fracture energy of the lithosphere. For the parameters
used in Figure 10, the corresponding energy is of the order
of QL/H  107 – 108 Jm2.
[21] Our simple model explains both the wavelength and
amplitude of the gravity lineaments observed on young
seafloor (Figure 6). The solid curves in Figure 6 are the
band-pass filtered gravity profiles at eight ages. The more
regular gray curves are the predictions of the model using
an onset age corresponding to the present seafloor age.
These were computed by assuming uncompensated
seafloor topography with uniform crustal thickness (rc =

2800 kg m3; rm = 3300 kg m3; 6 km crustal thickness).
The model gravity profiles were low-pass filtered at 80-km
wavelength to match the processing of the observed profiles
and they were also scaled by 0.75 to provide a better match.
This reduced amplitude may reflect incomplete cracking of
the plate or an overestimate of Young’s modulus used in the
model calculation. The crack spacing is not perfectly regular
so the model is unable to match the phase for more than
about 2 undulations. We align a small section of the model
profile to the data profile to illustrate the match in wavelength and amplitude. Note the agreement in amplitude and
wavelength at ages of 0.5, 3.2, 5.7, and 8.2 Ma. At greater
ages the model slightly overpredicts both the amplitude and
the wavelength of the gravity anomalies. Of course, for the
real oceanic lithosphere that ages continuously away from
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the ridge axis, there is a third dimension that we have not
considered. The gravity data alone are insufficient to answer
the question of whether the lineaments developed suddenly
in the past few million years in response to a plate-wide
change in the stress field or whether the process has been
continuous in time.

6. Conclusions
[22] Our improved gravity model derived from the ERS
satellite altimeter data allows us to robustly resolve both the
gravity lineaments and volcanic ridges on the central Pacific
seafloor, as confirmed by comparisons with more limited
shipboard surveys. We find that volcanic ridges preferentially occur in the troughs of the gravity lineaments.
Modeling of the effects of the volcano-induced flexure on
the gravity field demonstrates that the gravity lows cannot
be explained by the volcanic loads, which essentially rules
out a convective origin of the observed gravity lineaments.
The satellite altimetry data indicate that lineaments are
absent at the EPR axis but develop rapidly on young
seafloor on both sides of the spreading ridge. On the Pacific
plate they cross the grain of the older seafloor spreading
fabric, suggesting that the gravity lineaments manifest an
ongoing tectonic process. We develop a model for thermoelastic flexure of a cracked plate using well-constrained
parameters of the plate cooling model and the yield strength
envelope model. Elastic energy released by thermoelastic
flexure has a pronounced maximum at a crack spacing of
3.4 times the flexural parameter of the cooling plate. Our
model matches the wavelength and slightly over predicts the
amplitude of the observed gravity lineaments. The thermoelastic cracking provides conduits for the escape of available magma to the surface resulting in volcanic ridge
formation. The cracks are predicted to align perpendicular
to the least compressive stress within the plate. The apparent
obliqueness of the gravity lineaments to the older seafloor
fabric implies a change in the stress orientation since the old
fabric formation. This uniform orientation of the gravity
lineaments combined with their increasing wavelength with
increasing seafloor age, suggest they were initiated sometime during the past 5 – 7 Ma and their development continues today. Because the thermoelastic deformation is an
intrinsic feature of the plate spreading, our model predicts
that the seafloor corrugations and volcanic ridges should be
ubiquitous features of the ocean basins. However, the more
closely spaced transform faults on the slow spreading ridges
(e.g., due to nonuniform magma supply to the ridge axis
[Lin and Phipps Morgan, 1992; Fialko and Rubin, 1998])
may prevent the development of significant thermoelastic
stress. Moreover, because the flexures have low amplitude
(200 m) they may only be observable on the flanks of the
fastest spreading ridges where the sediment cover is minimal, and the ambient topography is smooth.
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